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Prospects for Space
Exploration

Government Space
Programs

Satellite-Based
Earth Observation

FSS Capacity
Pricing Trends

Economic assessment of space
programs undertaken by
government organizations
worldwide. Key metrics such as
public investment (funding) in
space and government
satellites to be launched are
analyzed from different angles
to provide a 360-degree view of
government space programs

Assessment of the current EO
value chain, along with forecasts
up to 2029. Each aspect of the
value chain is taken in turn from
government & private investment
down to value-added services,
providing a 360° view of the
opportunities & issues related to
the EO sector and how these
trends will progress over the next
10 years

€ 5,000

€ 7,000

€ 7,000

€ 5,000

Prospects for Maritime
Satellite Communication

Prospects for In-Flight
Entertainment Connectivity

Satellite Connectivity &
Video Markets Survey

Space Economy Report

Provides an in-depth view of
the sector dynamics, analysis
and forecasts for the maritime
satcom market. Seven
comprehensive sections give a
detailed analysis of trends and
prospects within the major
addressable maritime market
segments

Analysis of the IFEC market
for both commercial airlines
and business aviation. An
analysis of the various
stakeholders in the ecosystem
is presented along with
Euroconsult’s 10-year forecast
for cabin connectivity

Provides the most complete
and accurate picture of market
conditions and extensive,
insightful analysis of market
trends

€ 5,000

€ 5,000

€ 7,000

€ 5,000

High Throughput Satellites

Prospects for the Small
Satellite Market

Satellites to be
Built & Launched

Spaceport Benchmarks

Global supply and demand
analysis of government and
commercial satellites up to 500
kg. It provides a
comprehensive resource for
assessment of both current
and future trends

Exhaustive analysis of the
worldwide satellite demand
merging customers,
applications and orbits. It
includes all the key figures and
analysis needed to understand
the global space market, and
the future opportunities and
challenges

Complete mapping and
assessment of launch vehicles
and spaceports available in
the world

€ 5,000

€ 5,000

€ 7,000

€ 5,000

DataBase of
Connected Aircraft

China Space Industry
2020

The database provides an
exhaustive list of more than
20,000 commercial aircraft,
including information for every
commercial aircraft flying in
the world

A deep-dive analysis of the
Chinese space ecosystem and
future expected evolutions

€ 5,000

€ 5,000

Economic and strategic
assessment of the space
exploration sector, including an
analysis and benchmark of
government and commercial
space exploration programs
worldwide

Highlights evolution of HTS systems
& architectures over the last
decade. Identifies & assesses HTS
investment plans of all satellite
operators. The projected take-up
profile by frequency band of each
vertical market is presented. All
vertical market forecasts are built
bottom-up & provide an overview of
projected market take-up by region
until 2025. Key forecasts included in
Excel files

*Quarterly updated

Current dynamics for the
pricing of satellite capacity.
The report examines a set of
regional markets, together with
a specific review of the
mobility and government
vertical markets

Key trends and indicators on supply
& demand from Euroconsult’s reports
complemented by additional
dedicated research on the
commercial satellite business
providing a snapshot of the
commercial satellite value chain.
Along with the introductory/overview,
sections on satellite manufacturing &
launch services, satellite
communications, Earth observation,
and satellite navigation

Operators: Benchmark &
Performance Review
List of publicly-listed and
privately-held companies, global,
regional and national operators.
The result is a detailed profile of
each company, providing
exclusive data, expert review,
and comprehensive analysis of
both complex publicly-available
information and hard-to-obtain
private information

€ 5,000

Customized Data Set
*Available upon request

Data tailored according to
specific customer
requirements, i.e. satcom
industry data, launch and
manufacturing of satellites,
Earth observation estimated
revenues by application, etc.

Available via our online platform
Satellite communications
Space
Other

€ 5,000 to 10,000

MORE INFO
EUROCONSULT-EC.COM/SHOP

